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Where we’ll flow 
    I.  Digital Conversion and Media Reformatting 
 
    II.  Aeon tracking 
 
    III.  Quality assurance/control feedback loop 
 
    IV.  Incunabula project workflow 
 
    V.  Audio digitization workflow 
 
    VI.  Internet Archive workflow 
DCMR:  About us 
¨  Digital Systems and Stewardship (DSS) – division 
¨  Digital Conversion and Media Reformatting (DCMR) 
– department 
¨  Digitization Center – unit 
 
¨  Robin Pike, Manager 
¨  Eric Cartier, Digital Librarian 
¨  Student digitization assistants 










Who does what 
¨  Select – Special Collections and University Archives 
(SCUA), Special Collections in Performing Arts (SCPA), 
the Gordon W. Prange Collection  
 
¨  Describe – Metadata Services Department (MSD)  
 
¨  Conserve – Preservation/Conservation  
 
¨  Digitize – DCMR 
 
¨  Archive – Digital Programs and Initiatives (DPI)  

Tracking digitization requests in Aeon 
Tracking digitization requests in Aeon 
Partial request listing 
Request details and notes 
Request Finished in Aeon 

Digital Collections 
A digital object in Digital Collections 
Fedora administrative interface 
Digital objects pending inspection 
Metadata record + content item(s) =  
a digital object 
Metadata record 
Content item 
Keeping close  
Running QA Google Doc 
An empty artifact 
How many images? 

Monthly QA Google Spreadsheet 
Annual QA Google Spreadsheet 

The scratch heard round College Park 
Building Digital Collections 
 
¨ Scan and describe, 
¨ Inspect and adjust, 
¨ Verify and publish. 

Incunabula project 
¨  Field study student inspected all sheets and created metadata spreadsheet 
¨  Special Collections Librarian and Manager of SCUA selected six sheets at 
a time to deliver and view with DCMR staff 
¨  Student Digitization Assistant made scans, copied metadata, and created 
digital objects 
¨  Digital Librarian inspected scans, file names, metadata 
¨  Graduate Assistant in Metadata Services Department adjusted metadata 
and published digital objects in Digital Collections 
¨  Digital Librarian alerted SCUA for next round of pickup and delivery 
 
¨  Field study student published post on Special Collections blog 
Incunabula in Digital Collections 
Zooming in 
Post about newly public digital objects 

First template used for a project 
Some elements for a generic        
audio metadata template 
WMUC spreadsheet 
Audio QA Google spreadsheet 
Staffing and training 
¨  Hired two student audio digitization assistants to 
work exclusively with WMUC recordings 
 
¨  They worked a combined average of 28 hours per 
week for 10 months 
 
¨  Opportunity to train other student digitization 
assistants how to make archival quality transfers 
Staffing and training 
¨  As productivity increased, so did the number of 
incoming in-house requests and small projects 
 
¨  Pulled WMUC assistants from project to assist 
 
¨  Lost momentum and staff, and productivity and 
training decreased  
ShareStream Media Manager 
ShareStream files 
ShareStream player 
Audio digital object 
Items on hold 
¨  Awaiting upgrade to latest version of ShareStream 
Media Manager, hoping the FTP batch upload 
feature is effective 
 
¨  The workflow will work with the right people in 
place, taking the appropriate action(s), and with 
functioning tools  

Tracking The Mid-Atlantic Archivist  





French pamphlets in Internet Archive 
…sur la mort de Benjamin Francklin… 
Je ne sais pas 
In the IA interface 
In the IA interface /v2 
Digitizing The Mid-Atlantic Archivist 
Terminal file listing 
Terminal batch upload success 
Backup 
Archive 
Monthly batch successfully archived 
Monthly batch successfully archived 

To conclude 
¨  Create documentation:  who does what, and when and why 
 
¨  Generalize documentation for broader long-term use    
(e.g., Digital Librarian rather than Eric) 
 
¨  Identify workflows you can modify and reuse 
 
¨  Nothing is static:  assess and update  
 
¨  Applaud successful workflows and thank colleagues 
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